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 Abstract
The field measurements on the sound propagation characteristics above both snowfields with
depth of 50 and 100 cm were carried out. For other applications, measurements of basic acous-
tical properties of the snowfield as acoustic impedance, sound absorption coefficient and propa-
gation constant in the snow were also carried out. From thee measurements, followings could be
cleared. Both snowfields had high sound absorptive characteristics. There was strong sound
attenuation in the frequency range where contained main spectra of the human voice. On the
other hands, High frequency sound component, as including instrument music, easily and nois-
ily propagated above the snowfield. The numerical simulation on the sound propagation above
snowfield was carried out using measured acoustic impedance of the surface. Another simula-
tion basis of scale model experiments was also carried out by using jute and towel cloth as
corresponded material to the snowfield. It could be also cleared that both simulation results

matched well to the results of field measurements.

1. Introduction
At the Sea of Japan side in our country, snow heavily falls even in the areas where many persons
live, and they feel various difficulties in their winter life including problems concerning sound
address. So, field measurements of the sound propagation above snowfield had been carried
out[1] as for the thicker snow depth than that of previous report[2]. Simulation studies by nu-

merical calculation and scale model experiment were carried out, too.

2. Field Measurements

The block diagram of the measurements on sound propagation characteristics above snow-
field is shown in Fig.1, and outline of these is as follows. The height of sound source was set to
be 0.3 m, 1.5 m, 4 m and 6 m, and white noise or frequency limited band noise for long distant
propagation was radiated from a loudspeaker.  The height of sound receiving point was set to be
constant of 1.5 m. Propagation distance from the sound source to each sound receiving point
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was set to be 10 m, 20 m, 40 m, 60 m and 80 m (1998) or 100 m (1999) for long distance.  Each
output signal from the sound level meter arranged at the each receiving point was recorded on a
16-channes data recorder, and its power spectrum was analyzed by FFT later. Each sound propa-
gation characteristics could be obtained as the relative sound pressure level referred to the result
at a point of 1m from the sound source. Tested snow surface conditions were three as natural,
being treaded by snowshoes and being struck by a scoop. Closed two channel microphone method

was used for the measurements on characteristics of sound absorption of snow surfaces[3].

3. Measured results
At first, examples of frequency characteristics of sound absorption are shown in Fig.2, and they
shows that the snowfield even 50 cm-depth had high sound absorption beyond 0.9 at wide
frequency range more than 50 Hz. The frequency characteristics on sound propagation were
shown in Fig.3. According to the result at the point of 20 m or 40 m, large attenuation appear in
the low frequency range, and the attenuation is not large in the high frequency range. More
detailed characteristics are as follow. As for Fig.3(A) and (B) which show the case that sound
source height is low as 0.3 m and 1.5 m, when a receiving point is far from sound source as
propagation distance D=40 m, a remarkable strong attenuation is observed as lower than -40 dB
in the low and middle frequency range of 100-500 Hz. In other words, a human voice is hard to
transmit along snowfield. On the other hand, these characteristics also make easy and noisy
transmission of the sound including high frequency spectra as in the instrument music. These
tendencies are reverse to our guess that the large attenuation appears only in the high frequency
range within long distant propagation along a soft surface ground.    Then, effect of raising
sound source is shown in Fig.3 (C) and in Fig.4, large attenuation at the low frequency range in
the former figures is slightly recovered as that attenuation is still between -40 dB and -30 dB in
case of source height to be 6m and propagation distance to be 40 m. As clearly shown in Fig.4,
effect of a high sound source position make continuous repeats of peaks and dips that looks like
response of comb tooth filter, and that doesn’t mean simple flat frequency characteristics. The
softly compress snow surface conditions make small change in propagation characteristics.

4. Simulation of the sound propagation
The simulation studies about sound propagation above snowfield were carried out by 1/50 scale
model experiment and by numerical calculation, both based on already obtained knowledge.
Model experiments     A high voltage electric discharge device was installed at the sound
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Figure 2: Measured Sound absption coeeficient
      for each surface condition of  the snow filed.

sourceposition above a model snowfield, and pulse
sound was radiated from it. Then, for the received
pulse sound signal,spectrum analysis was done
using the FFT analyzer.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of measurement
          of Sound propagation above snow field.



Numerical simulation The numerical simulation on sound propagation above the snowfield
were carried out by giving measured acoustic impedance or equivalent flow resistivity[4] to
Kawai’s approximate equation[5] based on the locally reacting boundary condition. Figure.5
shows the comparing examples with the case of giving measured acoustic impedance and that
of giving equivalent flow resistivity of 2 kPa/m2 as very soft. These conform to the measured

results, and such an equivalent flow resistivity agrees to the reported results as shown in Fig.7[1].

Conclusions
1) The snowfield even 50 cm-depth had high sound absorption beyond 0.9 at more than 50 Hz.
2) Strong propagating attenuation was shown at the low-middle frequency including main
    human voice spectra, it means difficulty of conversation between a little distance above snow.

    For the model porous material correspond-
ing to the snow, combination of jute hemp
and towel cloth was selected from the con-
sideration about fiber density and as after trial
and error, and that was laid on a flat plywood.
As the results of the experiment, layer of 2
cm thickness was made to correspond to the
snow of 110 cm depth. Examples of experi-
ment are shown in Fig.4. It is found that the
large attenuation in the low frequency range
and the repetitious characteristics with many
dips in the high frequency range are repro-
duced as the result of a model experiment.

Figure 3: Comparisons of frequency characteristics of attenuation among  various conditions.

Figure 4: Comparisons of frequency characteristics of at-
tenuation among 3conditions on height of soundn source.
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3) High frequency sound component easily propagates above a snow field.
4) Raising the sound source weaken such an attenuation, but it remains the complex comb
    tooth-shaped frequency characteristics with repeats of many peaks and dips.
5) Scale model simulation on the sound propagation above a sound field can be realized by
    using layer with jute hemp and towel cloth as corresponding to snow.

6) Sound propagation can be calculated by  giving the acoustic impedance or flow resistivity.
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Figure 6: Calculated frequency characteristics on the
        sound propagation for each condition.

Figure 7: Equivalent flow resistivity for each snow depth.
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Figure 5: Frequency characteristics of the sound propagation by scale model experiment and those by field mesurement.
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